WAIV Whitepaper
Providing natural disaster supplies to communities worldwide

Natural disasters occur all over the world and come in various forms.
Hurricanes, tropical storms, typhoons, floods, mudslides, wildfires, the list goes
on of natural occurrences in nature that heavily impact and change the lives of
millions of people every year. According to surveys done in 2020, natural
disasters caused over $210 billion in damage, with just a small percentage of
that being insured. WAIV is setting out to assist communities in the rebuilding
process by helping with tangible goods and hands-on assistance. Through
strategic supply distribution and logistics partnerships, WAIV will build supply
caches in commonly impacted areas across the globe. Supplies will also be kept
on hand for disbursement as needed if a natural disaster is to occur where we
do not yet have supplies or need to send more.

What makes this product unique?
WAIV was founded on the premise of being able to provide tangible
goods to a specific cause, as well as being designed to be a long-term
sustainable project and business. Rather than just sending money to other
charities, WAIV will be providing actual supplies and labor assistance to areas in
need. The tokenomics and fees of WAIV are designed differently than other
projects in the fact that the total supply burn is controlled so there cannot be a
parabolic deflation in token supply. Token holders are also rewarded through
reflection funds that are a small part of each transaction fee. WAIV’s low total
transaction fee (0.8%) is much more efficient than other projects as it
incentivizes users to trade without the need of a large market shift in order for
the trader to be profitable. WAIV will operate as transparent as possible
through the use of NFTs, community involvement and events.

How will this project be sustainable in the long term?
Sustainability is built into our business model, that is why we ensured to
have sustainable fees in our tokenomics. One of the biggest advantages of the
way WAIV is designed is the controlled burn mechanism. Out of the 0.8% total
transaction fee, 0.1% that goes to charity will be set aside to burn at a maximum
of 10% of total token supply per year. These events will happen throughout the
year by sending to the smart chain burn address. Reflection that is absorbed by
any of the locked wallets will be released to the community in form of events as
they unlock. Utilizing sustainable and transparent business practices will
attribute to the success of WAIV.

Why choose us over other competitors in the field
WAIV was designed to be an actual long term sustainable charity token
project with real services, not just the promise of monetary donations. We
really want to help people all over the world! Many other charity token projects
are designed with unsustainable fees that just benefit the project developers
and their charity fund. Those inflated fees make it extremely difficult to transact
with and trade on the blockchain and promote longevity. WAIV has an
incredibly low transaction fee to incentivize use and long-term adoption, as well
as a systematic approach to the charity funds so there will not be massive spikes
in sell volume causing drastic price action. There will not be any timing of tops
and bottoms for WAIV, but rather a more consistent pressure in very small
amounts throughout the day so the impact is negligible.
Once per day, the volume of tokens from the previous day that entered
the charity wallet will be sold at a random time. These funds will be used 100%
towards charity.
Due to the amount of volume of tokens that were traded the first nine
days, this volume will be spread over the next thirty days to help reduce price
impact of the charity tokens.

Operations
WAIV will be involved in worldwide natural disaster relief through
strategic distribution and logistics partners, with all operational expenses going
toward the cause. We will be partnering with medical supply distributors, nonperishable food distributors, textile manufacturers, as well as other relief and
missionary groups to help assist in both supplies and on-site assistance. Starting
off we will focus on support with supplies, and as we begin to grow, we will
work into non-perishable goods. Our goal is to maintain as sustainable of a
supply chain as possible to maximize the amount of supplies we can help with.
This will heighten the impact of WAIV on communities worldwide.

Tokenomics
0.6% of each transaction will enter a charity wallet. Rather than selling
these tokens in huge batches that will drive the price down, the 9-day average
volume will be utilized and sold over the 24 hour period so there are no timing
of tops and bottoms.
0.2% of each transaction will be reflected to all wallet holders. As
reflection fees are collected by locked wallets, they will be released to the
community in form of different events.
0.1% of the 0.6% will be used as a controlled burn to regulate the number
of tokens burned in a period of time rather than per transaction. This controlled
burn will allow a maximum of 10% token supply to be burnt yearly. This
prevents the risk of parabolic supply burn which is highly possible on
tokenomics that incorporate a per transaction burn rate.

Token distribution:

Total token supply: 1,000,000,000
Contract Address: 0x000x0000 to be updated
Charity Wallet Address: 0x000x000 to be updated

Token release schedule (compared to total supply):
Developer: 2% unlocked after 6 months, 1% per month after
Marketing: 2% unlocked at launch, 1% per month after
Business Development: 2% unlocked at launch, 1% per month after
Community Development: 2% unlocked at launch, 1% per month after
Team: 3% unlocked after 6 months, 2% unlocked per month after
Advisors: 1% unlocked after 6 months, 1% per month after
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